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1 Abstract24

Atmospheric aerosol particles are composed of inorganic and organic compounds. The latter can have25

a high viscosity that can lead to low molecular diffusion in particles and slower chemical reactions than26

what would be expected if particles were assumed to be in equilibrium with the gas phase following27

Henry’s Law and reactants were considered to be well-mixed. Heterogeneous chemical reaction rates28

between gas phase oxidants and condensed phase reactants can be slowed when relative humidity de-29

creases likely due to the loss of water and of its plasticizing effect on viscous organic matter. Models30

have predicted spatial concentration gradients in reactant concentration within particles depending on31

size as a consequence of this phenomena. However, these have never been observed for atmospherically32

relevant particle diameters. We investigated the reaction between ozone and aerosol particles composed33

of xanthan gum and FeCl2 and observed the in situ chemical reaction that oxidized Fe2+ to Fe3+ using34

state of the art X-ray spectromicroscopy. Iron oxidation state of particles as small as 0.2 µm in diameter35

were chemically mapped for hours with time resolution on the scale of minutes and spatial scales of tens36

of nanometers. We found the loss of Fe2+ accelerated not only when ozone concentration increased from37

100 to 2000 ppb, but also when relative humidity, RH, increased from 0 to 80% at 20◦ C. We calcu-38

lated the Fe2+ fraction, α, out of the total iron and developed a unique analytical procedure to derive39

concentric 2-D column integrated profiles with high accuracy. We demonstrated that particle surfaces40

became oxidized while the core remained completely unreacted at RH = 0− 20%. At RH = 40− 80%,41

gradients in α developed over time, e.g. where α = 0.1 and 0.5 at the surface and center, respectively, of42

a 1 µm diameter particle. We used the kinetic multi-layer model for aerosol surface and bulk chemistry43

(KM-SUB) to simulate reaction constrained with our observations and inferred key parameters as a44

function of RH including Henry’s Law constant for ozone, HO3
, and diffusion coefficients for ozone and45

iron, DO3
and DFe, respectively. In order to reproduce our observed gradients, it was determined that46

ozone could not be present further than a few nanometers from a particle surface. This result led us to47

suspect that our system could be described with a reacto-diffusive framework, which is an analytical so-48

lution to the time rate of change of α, requires no computational effort compared to KM-SUB and relies49

on measurable physical parameters. We compared our data with theoretical and model prediction and50

found that within our experimental uncertainty, the reacto-diffusive framework is valid for our reactive51
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system. A discussion of other reactive systems of atmospheric importance and why a reacto-diffusive52

framework may be pervasive in aerosol chemistry is presented. Our results have vast implications e.g.53

for predicting aerosol toxicity changes, loss rate of known tracer compounds to track air mass origin and54

other aerosol compositional changes important for light scattering and cloud formation.55

2 Introduction56

Organic matter in atmospheric aerosol stems from a variety of natural and anthropogenic sources and57

is found in significant quantities in almost every single particle1–3. Aerosol particles can both scatter58

and absorb light to varying degrees depending on their morphology and chemical composition, and they59

significantly impact the global radiative balance4,5. These particles also act as nuclei for liquid droplets60

and ice in clouds6–8. The fate of aerosol particles residing in the atmosphere is largely dependent on61

physical processes such as rain out and gravitational settling, but also on chemical transformation9. The62

composition of particles, largely organic and inorganic species such as sulfate, nitrate, ammonium, sea63

salts and trace metals, is linked with uptake and internal production of oxidants leading to significant64

chemical change10. In sea spray aerosol, for example, chemical reactions can increase hydrophilicity65

and hence more efficient cloud condensation nuclei11. On the other hand, less hygroscopic particles66

can result from first condensing organic acids, then chlorine displacement and finally the formation of67

sodium-organic salts that take up less water than marine halides11,12. Organic matter in atmospheric68

aerosol particles can be highly viscous with physical properties similar to glass or tar, or they can69

exist in a more liquid-like state depending on location, altitude, temperature and relative humidity13,14.70

Molecules reacting in highly viscous particles can be diffusion limited, for example when the motion of71

two species and the rate at which they meet is much slower than the rate at which they react with each72

other. This results in a reduced overall rate of reaction14,15. There is a wealth of research into the effects73

of this phenomenon on chemical and physical aerosol processes and includes, in part, aerosol growth74

after nucleation16–18, water uptake and ice nucleation7, preservation and transport of biomass burning75

tracer compounds19 or pollutants20,21 and nutrient input into marine ecosystems22.76

Oxidants such as OH23–33 and O3
34–39 reacting with micrometer and submicrometer sized organic77

aerosol particles in a humidified environment have been previously observed and modeled to increase78
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our understanding of how these small molecules may diffuse through and react within atmospheric79

particles. Further studies have made great strides in developing model frameworks to describe exper-80

imental data, including modeling of chemical reactions at the surface and within the bulk of aerosol81

particles27,30,33,34,40–50. In the study of Shiraiwa et al.
34 , the chemical half life of amino acids in thin82

films of bovine serum albumin (BSA) at a relative humidity, RH, of 90% and temperature, T , of 25 ◦C83

was determined to be about 5 min and increased to over an hour when RH < 50%. These authors used84

the kinetic multi-layer model for aerosol surface and bulk chemistry (KM-SUB) to attribute this RH85

dependence on inhomogeneous mixing of reactants and products and calculated that at RH = 50%,86

the BSA diffusion coefficient was 10−20 cm2 s−1 with a viscosity close to that of a glass34. Ozone had87

a diffusion coefficient of 10−9 cm2 s−1 and was predicted only to be present and reacting in the first88

tens of nanometers of the BSA films34. Heine et al.
39 found that the decay of squalene reacting with89

O3 over time was identical over the RH range of 0 − 60% leading them to use a stochastic multilayer90

model, Kinetiscope, to reproduce their results having a 1 nm adsorption layer coupled to a bulk reaction91

scheme. Reaction of O3 was predicted to mainly occur in this adsorption layer39. This was supported92

by the authors’ previous studies38 and calculations of O3 diffusion during reaction observed for particles93

with a 1− 2 nm squalene coating51. In an earlier study by Steimer et al. 36 , shikimic acid particles were94

chemically imaged with scanning transmission X-ray microscopy coupled to near-edge X-ray absorption95

fine structure spectroscopy (STXM/NEXAFS) during O3 exposure as a function of RH. The authors96

directly probed the C=C 1s → π∗ electronic transition and observed that reactive decay was highly97

dependent on RH, where shikimic acid lifetime increased 3 orders of magnitude when RH was lowered98

from 82 to 12%. Later, Steimer et al. 37 measured O3 reactive uptake coefficients to shikimic acid in a99

comprehensive data set with high time resolution over seconds to 14 hr at RH = 92, 83, 68, 45, 24 and100

0%, a constant O3 gas phase concentration, [O3]g = 178 ppb and additionally for various [O3]g = 79,101

178, 495 and 1985 ppb at RH = 92 and 24%. This data set was a benchmark for a later modeling study102

by Berkemeier et al. 47 using KM-SUB, who were able to determine physico-chemical parameters with103

high confidence such as chemical reaction kinetics of shikimic acid and reactive oxygen intermediates as104

well as changes in particle phase and molecular transport of O3, all of which would have otherwise been105

impossible under a narrow experimental range of RH, time and [O3]g.106

Observations and models mentioned above gave great insight to how molecules react and diffuse in107
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aerosol particles, however direct observation of particle internal concentration gradients of reactants or108

products to compare against any model predictions was lacking until now. We present a study in which109

O3 diffusion and reaction in organic aerosol particles was tracked over time and imaged in situ (while O3110

exposure was taking place) at different RH and [O3]g. This was accomplished using STXM/NEXAFS to111

produce chemical images of particles at a pixel size of 35 nm, meaning that locations where O3, reactant112

and product molecules diffused and reacted could be directly observed inside of particles. Steimer113

et al.
36 were the first to attempt such a measurement. In a scenario where O3 reaction is fast compared114

to its diffusion, referred to as a reacto-diffusive limitation, O3 should not penetrate far into the particle115

interior. Instead, O3 would be limited to a characteristic length scale known as the reacto-diffusive116

length, which depends on its diffusion coefficient and first order loss rate36. More precisely, it is the117

distance over which O3 concentration in the condensed phase, [O3], drops by a factor of 1/e. In Steimer118

et al.
36 , imaged chemical gradients in C=C absorption signal were not discernible. Considering their119

uncertainties due to image alignment, a low X-ray signal at thin particle edges and a limit on the contrast120

between C=C absorption and total carbon, these authors hypothesized that shikimic acid diffusion may121

have been fast enough to result in uniform profiles36.122

In this study, we exposed particles composed of a mixture of xanthan gum (XG) and FeCl2 to O3 and123

observed internal chemical reaction gradients over time, t. Iron in FeCl2 has an oxidation state of +2 and124

transitions to an oxidation state of +3 when reacted with O3, i.e. from Fe2+ to Fe3+ 52–56. The use of iron125

in particles is a major benefit when employing STXM/NEXAFS due to the fact that X-ray absorption126

peaks are strong, narrow and thus can be observed with much higher contrast to detect Fe2+ and Fe3+127

compared to the absorption from carbon functionalities such as C=C used in previous measurements36,38.128

Additionally, we built on previous work57 and developed novel experimental and analytical procedures129

to quickly and efficiently quantify Fe2+ and Fe3+ for thousands of individual particles with a well-130

constrained uncertainty. In general, Fe containing aerosol particles are important e.g. for their role131

in ocean fertilization and stimulating the growth of phytoplankton58. Iron oxidation state can affect132

iron solubility, and iron can bind with organic ligands in atmospheric or oceanic particles influencing133

bioavailability in aquatic ecosystems22,59–65. Moffet et al.
57 used STXM/NEXAFS to quantify the134

Fe2+ fraction, α, out of the total iron in ambient particles and calculated an average mass weighted135

value of α = 0.33 ± 0.08 during a pollution transport event from China to Japan, of which ∼ 5% of136
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particles contained detectable iron. We note that iron oxidation state from particle to particle varied137

and appeared inhomogeneously distributed in this ambient aerosol population57. As a polysaccharide138

and biopolymer, XG is a unique model compound of marine derived organic matter in atmospheric139

aerosol66. The change in XG composition by a few percent in water is enough to result in large changes140

in solution viscosity, a property that is highly desired for additives used in the food industry67,68. XG141

hygroscopicity is of particular interest as decreasing RH leads to decreasing water content and increasing142

viscosity66,69. We note that XG is a reference compound for quantifying what is known as “transparent143

exopolymer particles” in oceans70–72 which has recently been found in ambient air at concentrations of144

2 µg m−3 in the North Atlantic ocean73. For these reasons, the XG/Fe2+ system is an interesting proxy145

for understanding molecular diffusion and reaction in atmospheric marine derived aerosol.146

Here, we used iron as a tracer for STXM/NEXAFS to unambiguously identify the spatial location147

within particles where oxidation reactions took place. These data were used to experimentally derive 2-D148

projected α profiles within thousands of individual particles in situ yielding the first direct evidence of149

chemical reaction gradients in viscous particles. We report on how gradients change when particles were150

dry (RH = 0%) or humidified at RH = 20, 40, 60 and 80%. KM-SUB was used to model diffusion and151

reaction in spherical shells of aerosol particles and derived 3-D radial profiles of α using known chemical152

reaction rates. These 3-D α profiles were then used to calculate 2-D column integrated profiles of α for153

direct comparison with STXM/NEXAFS observations. Model parameters were diffusion coefficients for154

Fe and O3, DFe and DO3
, respectively, and were described with a Vignes-type equation as a function155

of water mole fraction. Henry’s Law constant for O3 in the XG/FeCl2 matrix, HO3
, was also derived.156

We claim our STXM/NEXAFS spatio-chemical data allows a unique and exact constraint for modeling157

aerosol internal chemical profiles, i.e. simultaneous reproduction of bulk Fe2+ depletion and the spatio-158

temporal evolution of O3 and Fe2+ reaction. In the context of our results, we discuss the applicability159

of the reacto-diffusive limiting case and the importance of direct observational constraints on model160

predictions of atmospheric aerosol chemical aging.161
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3 Results and Discussion162

3.1 NEXAFS spectra163

Figure 1 shows example NEXAFS spectra of oxidized XG/FeCl2 particles at dry and humidified con-164

ditions in comparison with the reference material FeCl2 measured here and FeCl2 and FeCl3 from lit-165

erature57. Two absorption peaks at 707.8 and 709.6 eV were observed for oxidized XG/FeCl2 particles166

and were in agreement with Fe2+ and Fe3+ peak absorption energies for FeCl2 and FeCl3, respectively.167

The nearly identical peak positions may indicate that humidity and the organic polysaccharide matrix168

does not influence Fe electronic excitations. Important to note from Fig. 1 is that only Fe2+ and Fe3+169

peaks were observed in oxidized particles meaning that the total Fe concentration, [Fetot]=[Fe2+]+[Fe3+],170

where [Fe2+] and [Fe3+] is the concentration of Fe2+ and Fe3+ species, respectively, and171

α = [Fe2+]/[Fetot]. (1)

We note that X-ray absorption at the Fe L-edge was observed homogeneously and never in dense localized172

regions (i.e. as immersed iron nanoparticles) indicating that iron was well-mixed in our experiments.173

3.2 Xanthan gum/FeCl2 particles exposed to oxygen174

Using the parameterization from Moffet et al.
57 , α was determined from measuring the peak optical175

density, OD, corresponding to Fe2+ and Fe3+ indicated in Fig. 1 and taking their ratio, r. Details in176

calculating r and α are given in the ESI†, in addition to a careful assessment of X-ray exposure used177

as to not damage the particles while maximizing signal (see Figs. S1 and S2). We performed exposure178

experiments of XG/FeCl2 particles to O2 at various RH and calculated α as a function of t. Figure S3179

shows that when exposed only to O2, no change in α was observed at any RH investigated. Therefore,180

any reaction taking place between O2 and Fe2+ in our particles over t was negligible. The scatter in α181

for O2 exposure mostly fell within ±0.07, which was the standard deviation of α for individual particles182

with a diameter, dp, seen in Fig. S4 in the ESI†. It is apparent that α values for larger particles have a183

smaller error. This is due to both the greater number of pixels and the greater signal statistics provided184

by the greater thickness of these particles. Particles with dp < 0.2 µm (not shown) were discarded185
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from our analysis because their error was typically larger than any physically realistic range in α. The186

standard deviation of each data set indicated in Fig. S4 and plotted in Fig. S3 was typically larger than187

the error propagated through quadrature. For the remainder of the manuscript, error bars on all α188

values are either ±0.07 or the propagated error, whichever is greater.189

3.3 Oxidation of xanthan gum/FeCl2 particles by ozone.190

Figure 2 shows α averaged over all particles as a function of time, ozone exposure, χ, and RH. The191

most striking result is that under dry conditions where RH = 0 and 20%, very little change in α was192

observed. At more humid conditions of RH = 40, 60 and 80%, average α values decreased noticeably193

over t. Although the green circles for RH = 60% shows the greatest decrease in α, this is a consequence194

of using higher [O3]g (see Fig. S5 in the ESI†). At RH = 0, 20 and 60%, shown as red, pink and195

green circles, respectively, [O3]g was on the order of 103 ppb which was about 10 times higher than for196

RH = 40 and 80%. Figure 2b shows α as a function of χ =
∫

[O3]g(t) · dt, where [O3]g(t) is taken from197

Fig. S5. Iron oxidation was greater at RH = 80% than any other RH as a function of χ. This can198

be seen in particular at χ = 10−3 atm s, where the blue symbols reach α = 0.3 while all other data at199

RH < 80% have higher α. In general, as RH or [O3]g increased, O3 heterogeneous reaction rates must200

have also increased.201

We acquired high spatial resolution chemical images to quantify α over the particles in two di-202

mensions. To accomplish this, α was averaged over all pixels identified at the perimeter of particles203

irrespective of particle size. In other words, α was calculated from the particle perimeter to 1 pixel, or204

35 nm, from the surface. Then, all adjacent concentric pixels toward the particle center (from 1 to 2205

pixels from the particle surface or 35-70 nm) were identified and their corresponding α values averaged.206

This continued toward the center of particles and generated a 2-D concentric profile of α, which is also207

a column integrated profile.208

Figure 3 shows 2-D profiles of α as a function of time and the pixels (distance) from the perimeter of209

particles for all experiments. More oxidation occurred at the perimeter than at the center of particles,210

and the reaction gradients were typically shallow for all RH. For example, α increased from 0.45 to211

0.65 at RH = 40% and t = 180 min (orange symbol color in Fig. 3c) over ∼ 0.5 µm. At RH = 80%, α212
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increased from 0.25 to 0.35 for the same reaction time and distance. For RH = 0 and 20%, α increased213

by about over a length scale of ∼ 0.2 µm, implying a stronger Fe2+ concentration gradient under dry214

conditions than for more humid conditions. Prior to exposure, initial values of α were not equivalent to215

1, implying that the short time (∼ 30 minutes) spent in contact in ambient laboratory air was enough to216

trigger particle oxidation. We caution studies determining Fe oxidation state changes during exposure217

experiments in a laboratory setting. We quantified initial α prior to O2 and O3 exposure to ensure a218

high enough value for experiments.219

Observed 2-D profiles were likely to be influenced by 4 factors. The first is the plasticizing effect water220

has on viscous XG-containing particles to the extent that a greater water content likely enhanced O3221

molecular diffusion. At low RH, DO3
may have been low enough to limit penetration to the particle bulk222

for further reaction with Fe2+ in line with our observations that α was always less at particle surfaces223

than at their center. The glass transition temperature of XG (defined at a viscosity > 1012 Pa s) was224

previously determined to be −16.4 and −23.3◦ C for RH of 84 and 11%, respectively69. Although our225

experiments were performed at 20◦ C which is significantly warmer than the glass transition temperature,226

we still expect sufficiently low diffusion to limit reactions due to the fact that XG is thermally stable227

and its viscosity does not change much with temperature68,74. Dawson et al.
66 extrapolated viscosity228

measurements in dilute XG aqueous solutions from Wyatt and Liberatore 75 to higher concentrations229

and RH = 80% obtaining 1013 Pa s at 20 ◦C. This is inline with our suggestion that XG remains highly230

viscous and possibly close to or in a glass-like state. The second is that HO3
may increase under dry231

conditions in XG compared to water where the condensed phase ozone concentration, [O3] = HO3
[O3]g.232

This was observed previously for pure shikimic acid, that HO3
in organic material was about an order of233

magnitude higher than for O3 in water36,47. We note that both XG and shikimic acid can be considered234

an organic liquid with high viscosity with glass-like properties. Higher values of HO3
may increase235

condensed phase O3 concentration near the surface, increase the first order reaction rate there and236

cause stronger concentration gradients at low RH. A third reason for RH-dependent oxidation kinetics237

may also be due to change in the diffusion of Fe. As XG is a hydrogel material and takes up water238

in subsaturated conditions, we hypothesize that the Fe diffusion coefficient, DFe, should increase with239

increasing RH. A high value of DFe should result in more uniform α gradients, which is in line with out240

observations. The fourth is dilution with water at higher RH which should reduce the first order loss241
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rate, however we expect this to have little effect because oxidation was observed to proceed much faster242

under more humid conditions. We argue that faster diffusion of Fe2+ out of the particle core and faster243

diffusion of O3 into the particle from the surface brings them together more readily allowing reactions244

to proceed at a faster rate.245

3.4 Prediction of molecular diffusion and solubility246

We have employed the KM-SUB model47 to infer values of HO3
, DO3

and DFe which reproduce observed247

2-D profiles in α. Although KM-SUB has been previously constrained with data relating to the uptake248

of gas phase oxidants by particles, our data set is unique in that it is the first study to present spatially-249

resolved condensed-phase concentration profiles. We reiterate that KM-SUB has predicted aerosol radial250

profiles44,47,76 but up until now, have had no direct observational evidence that they existed. For direct251

comparison with our observed profiles in Fig. 3, radial profiles from KM-SUB were converted to 2-D252

hemispherical projections of α. This was accomplished by first determining the volume of every modeled253

spherical shell projected onto a 2-D grid point with the same resolution as the images acquired from254

STXM/NEXAFS. A graphical illustration is given in Fig. S6 of the ESI†. Each shell over a grid box255

(pixel) contributes a fraction of the total volume extending from the plate to the top of the particle.256

Therefore, α for a single grid point is calculated as the volume weighted average of each shell piece257

within a grid point. We have fit modeled 2-D profiles to our observations for all RH each having 4258

optimized parameters, HO3
, DO3

and DFe, as well as the initial Fe2+ fraction, α0. We note that α0 was259

constrained by our observations and uncertainty. A brief description of all parameters used in KM-SUB260

is described below and their values can be found in Table 1.261

A rate coefficient for O3 and FeCl2 was derived from previous studies52–56 following,262

Fe2+ +O3 −→ FeO2+ +O2, (R1)

and263

FeO2+ + Fe2+
2H+−−→ 2Fe3+ +H2O. (R2)

The rate coefficient, k, for reaction R1 has been reported52–56 in a range kR1 = (1.7−8.2)×105 M−1 s−1.264
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Logager et al.54 claimed reaction R2 should be the dominate sink for ferryl FeO2+ with kR2 = 1.4× 105265

M−1 s−1 and excess of Fe2+. The intermediate FeO2+ has been observed to act as an oxygen donor e.g.266

with dimethyl sulfoxide55, however, no chemical kinetics have been measured with XG to our knowledge.267

Enami et al. 56 observed that FeO2+ was the main reactive intermediate produced during O3 or H2O2268

oxidation of FeCl2 in solution. Earlier, Steigenberger et al.
77 observed no change in Fe2+ oxidation269

rates with H2O2 when XG was added. Due to the similarity of H2O2 and O3 reaction with FeCl2 to270

form ferryl iron, and due to the lack of reaction of the ferryl iron with XG when H2O2 was used, we271

expect that XG is not reactive with FeO2+ when O3 was used in our experiments. We suspect XG272

is a poor oxygen acceptor and thus plays no role in oxidation with O3. We note that OH· was never273

observed as a product of O3 reactions with FeCl2, and Cl− was previously found not to participate in274

the oxidation process56. Similarly, OH was not observed for O2 reaction in aqueous (NH4)2Fe(SO4)2275

solutions54. Aerosol particles used in our experiments had [Fe2+] on the order of 1 M implying that276

reaction R2 is very fast. Therefore, we suggest the net reaction277

2Fe2+ +O3

2H+−−→ 2Fe3+ +O2 +H2O, (R3)

where kR3 = kR1. We use kR3 = 3.7× 105 M−1 s−1 (which is the geometric mean of reported kR1 values)278

equivalent to 6.2× 10−16 cm3 s−1 indicated in Table 1 to model bulk O3 reaction in our particles. The279

surface reaction rate coefficient is determined as kslr1 = exp (δsh ln kR3) = 6.3 × 10−14 cm2 s−1, where280

δsh = 0.87 is the ratio between the surface and bulk reaction rate of shikimic acid with O3on a natural log281

scale. Parameters for O3 utilized in KM-SUB are taken from previous work47 and include the surface282

self reaction rate constant, kslr2, the surface accommodation coefficient, αs,0, the desorption lifetime,283

τd,O3
, the adsorption cross section for O3, σO3

and the gas phase diffusion, Dg,O3, at 150 mbar. The284

adsorption cross section for Fe, σFe = 2× 10−16 cm2, was taken from previous literature78. Parameters285

that depend on RH include the bulk to surface transfer rate, kbs,O3
, the surface to bulk transfer rate,286

ksb,Fe, and the equilibrium surface to bulk concentration ratio, Kbs, were determined from the following287

parameterizations fitted to previous values47, where288

kbs,O3
= 0.6904 + 1.1675e35.6235(

RH

100
−0.8369), (2)
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ln ksb,XG = −9.2911 + 7.0439
RH

100
− 5.4626

(

RH

100

)2

− e30.7316(
RH

100
−0.8484), (3)

and289

lnKbs = −19.8434− 1.5613
RH

100
+ 3.1616

(

RH

100

)2

, (4)

which are shown in Fig. S7 of the ESI†. Water uptake of XG as a function of RH has been previously290

quantified using a hygroscopicity factor, κ = 0.0866. We calculated the water concentration in particles291

assuming XG contributes primarily to the water uptake and insignificantly from FeCl2.292

Figure 3 shows that the optimization of 2-D α profiles as solid lines agree well with our measurements,293

which is remarkable considering the large differences in [O3]g and the long exposure time on the order of294

hours. Model predictions show steeper and shallower concentration gradients at lower and higher RH,295

respectively, in agreement with our observations. Consistently, Fe is predicted to remain more reduced296

in particle cores than at particle surfaces. Although not explicitly fit, the modeled α averaged over the297

entire particle, shown as solid lines in Fig. 2, captures the observed decay and reveals the consistency298

between modeled and measured α. The fitting parameters, HO3
, DO3

and DFe are given in Table 1 and299

shown in Fig. 4. We note that there is an obvious and expected trend that as RH decreases both DO3
300

and DFe values decrease and HO3
increases. We use a Vignes type equation to derive an expression for301

the fitting parameters continuous in RH in the following form,302

logDO3
= (xwαxw

) logD◦
O3

+ (1− xwαxw
) logDO3

(RH = 0%), (5)

303

logDFe = (xwαxw
) logD◦

Fe + (1− xwαxw
) logDFe(RH = 0%), (6)

304

logHO3
= (xwαxw

) logH◦
O3

+ (1− xwαxw
) logHO3

(RH = 0%), (7)

and305

lnαxw
= (1− xw)

2[C + 3D − 4D(1− xw)], (8)

where xw is the mole fraction of water and DO3
(RH = 0%), DFe(RH = 0%), HO3

(RH = 0%), C and D306

are fitting parameters given in Table 2. Other parameters given in Table 2 are diffusion of O3 in water,307

D◦
O3
, Henry’s law coefficient of O3 in water, H◦

O3
, and diffusion of Fe in water, D◦

Fe. In terms of O3308
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diffusion, observed DO3
at RH = 0% was equal to 2.48 × 10−16 cm2 s−1 and increased about 8 orders309

of magnitude to 4.17 × 10−8 cm2 s−1 at RH = 80%. At this high humidity, diffusion remains about 3310

orders of magnitude less than D◦
O3

= 1.9 × 10−5 cm2 s−1 taken from previous work47,79. In pure (dry)311

shikimic acid, DO3
= 2.90×10−12 cm2 s−1, which is 4 orders of magnitude faster than for dry XG/FeCl2312

particles. This means O3 diffusion in XG is less than for shikimic acid. A XG monomer is over 5313

times the molar mass of shikimic acid and polymerization and cross-linking in XG can lead to an even314

higher molecular weight up to 2.9× 106 g mol−1 80. Although diffusion coefficients of a small molecule is315

typically lower or higher through organic matter with higher or lower molar mass, respectively, following316

the Stokes-Einstein relation81,82, care should be taken when extrapolating values as this is not always317

the case83,84.318

Diffusion of Fe through XG/FeCl2 particles was about 2 to 5 orders of magnitude less than O3 and319

had a range of about 5 orders of magnitude from dry to RH = 80%. We note that we have not reported320

on self-diffusion coefficients of XG in aqueous solution, but it can be found in previous literature85 for a321

10 g L−1 solution attaining 10−8 cm2 s−1 which is about 3 orders of magnitude less than D◦
O3

or D◦
Fe. A322

caveat of our analysis is that Fe2+ may complex with XG80,86 and therefore, DFe may be considered an323

apparent diffusion of free ions and those in complex which may have higher and lower diffusion coefficient324

values, respectively.325

In dry XG/FeCl2 particles, HO3
was 3 orders of magnitude higher than for pure water. Greater326

solubility of O3 in organic liquids compared to water is well known36,47,87 and can be explained by a327

“salting-in” effect. This is characterized by an increase in the product of ionic strength and activity328

coefficients of the solution (i.e. decreasing water content) and thus causes an increase in gas solubility.329

We note that a similar result is found for O2 solubility, which is generally higher in organic liquids than330

in water88,89. The degree to which activity of XG/FeCl2 solutions changes as a function of RH is not331

known. Therefore, we use again a Vignes-type equation as a function of water mole fraction (eqn (7)) to332

parameterize the RH dependence of HO3
shown in Fig. 4. A mixing rule was also derived for comparison333

following334

logHO3
= wtw logH◦

O3
+ (1− wtw) logHO3

(RH = 0%), (9)

where wtw is the weight fraction of water in the particles. Equation (9) is also shown in Fig. 4 and335
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determined without any fitting parameters since H◦
O3

is taken from previous literature47,79 and HO3
at336

RH = 0% was experimentally derived. We find that eqn (7) is a better representation and recommended337

for use to describe O3 solubility in XG. Clearly, eqn (9) does not agree with derived HO3
parameters.338

Polymer chains in XG can overlap, aggregate and cross-link85 giving rise to anomalous behavior of339

XG and oxygen diffusion in aqueous XG solution85,90. It may be possible that our ternary XG-FeCl2-340

water system is non-ideal and deviates from ideal mixing. To our knowledge, this is the first report of341

O3 solubility in XG. We suggest further measurements should be done in dilute and concentrated XG342

solutions to understand these trends with RH and water content.343

The sensitivity of parameters DO3
, DFe and HO3

was tested to evaluate how unique they were at344

reproducing observed gradients. The parameters were fitted to minimize the sum of the squared residual345

values (RSS) between observed and modeled 2-D α profiles in Fig. 3. We were able to derive model346

sensitivity by changing one parameter at a time orders of magnitude and recalculating RSS. The percent347

change, ∆RSS/RSS, is shown in Fig. S8 of the ESI† as a function of all three parameter values and at all348

RH. In almost all cases, a single minimum in RSS was found demonstrating that diffusion and solubility349

parameters were unique when all other kinetic parameters were constrained. The range at which the350

RSS changed by dRSS/RSS=20% is shown as error bars in Fig. 4 following previous work47. For the351

case of RH=00%, a lower sensitivity range for DO3
and HO3

was found, however, an upper range could352

not be calculated due to numerical error that arose explained in detail in the ESI†. Briefly, KM-SUB353

defines a static set of spherical shells or layers. Raising O3 diffusion or solubility significantly higher than354

its fitted value at RH = 0% caused significant penetration into the particle bulk requiring thousands of355

layers or more to resolve its concentration gradient, which we could not computationally afford. In order356

to reduce the total number of layers for efficient calculation, dynamic (changing in time) layer splitting357

and merging should be applied to have more layers for closely spaced concentration gradients and less358

layers for essentially uniform gradients. To constrain the sensitivity of DO3
for RH = 0%, we use the359

value from RH = 20%. Due to most model sensitivity appearing symmetric, we choose a symmetric360

sensitivity range for HO3
.361

Figure 5 shows 3-D profiles of α and [O3] normalized to its maximum concentration, [O3]max, at each362

RH derived from the KM-SUB model. Values of [O3]max are given in Table 1. The 3-D profiles of α in363

Fig. 5 are exactly the 2-D derived profiles seen in Fig. 3 (solid lines). Gradients in α at RH = 0% (Fig.364
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5a) spanned a few nanometers. A reduction in gradients to roughly a uniform profile over hundreds on365

nanometers was determined as RH increased to 80% as seen in Fig. 5i. Despite the extent of gradients366

in α, O3 was found only in the first picometer to 2.7 nm at RH = 0 to 80%, respectively. We note that367

a length of 1 pm is much smaller than molecular scale and the Fe2+ ionic diameter of 0.7 Å. However,368

constraining layer thickness to 0.3nm as previously done47 could not resolve O3 gradients in our case.369

We therefore can only define layer thickness to satisfy continuum condition, meaning that we allowed370

layer thickness without a lower limit. We argue that this has no consequence, however, because bulk371

diffusion follows Fick’s Law treating an ensemble of molecules. In general, oxidation reactions must372

have only taken place where O3 was, and so gradients in α extending far past O3 penetration depths to373

nanometers and hundreds of nanometers must have been the result primarily of Fe diffusion.374

3.5 A Case for Using a Reacto-Diffusive Framework375

Our observations allowed us to test the most basic of assumptions for predicting α, that our particles376

were well-mixed for both Fe2+ and Fe3+ and also for O2 and O3 in equilibrium with Henry’s Law.377

Oxidation of Fe2+ due to O2 exposure follows the reaction378

Fe2+ +O2 −→ Fe3+ +O·−
2 , (R4)

where kR4 = 0.3 M−1 s−1 taken from previous literature91,92. Assuming that Henry’s Law constant379

for O2 in water, H◦
O2

= 1.3 × 10−8 M Pa−1 93, applies to our XG/FeCl2 with a O2 partial pressure of380

3000 Pa (for the PolLux environmental microreactor at a total pressure of 150 mbar), the equilibrium381

condensed phase O2 concentration, [O2], would be 3.9× 10−5 M. Then, the first order loss rate for Fe2+,382

kI , in reaction R4 is kI
R4 = 1.2 × 10−5 s−1. We compare this to kI

R3 = 1.6 × 10−2 s−1 calculated using383

H◦
O3

for water93 and [O3]g = 150 ppb or 0.015 Pa partial pressure. Since kI
R3 is 3 orders of magnitude384

larger than kI
R4, it comes to no surprise that to achieve a similar decay of α due to O3 observed over385

hours, an experiment with only O2 would need to last thousands of hours longer. This is consistent with386

our finding that O2 reaction in our system is negligible. Applying kI
R4 = 1.2 × 10−5 s−1, we calculate387

the loss of α = α0 exp (k
I
R4t). After t = 4 hr, α would be depleted by 15%. Using kI

R3, α would be388

100% depleted over 4 hr. Clearly, this is in stark disagreement with our observations. If XG acted as389
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a ligand for Fe2+, this may change the rate of reaction however whether reaction rates are enhanced or390

reduced may depend on the specific system involved. A previous study91 found that rate coefficients of391

O2 with a Fe2+-fulvic acid complex was 100 M−1 s−1, which is over 2 orders of magnitude greater than392

kI
R4. Another previous study found that iron oxidation with OH, H2O2 and HO2 was observed to be 3.4393

times higher with humic acid ligands from waste water than without94. In contrast, it was found that394

iron in steel was complexed with XG in dilute solution and that oxidation and corrosion due to HCl395

was inhibited86 implying a reduction in reaction rate. Due to a lack of observations of O3 oxidation of396

xanthan gum ligands with Fe, we maintain our choice of kR3, and argue decreasing molecular diffusion397

of Fe and O3 leads to a significant decrease in the loss rate of Fe2+ far less than what is expected when398

considering particles are well-mixed and in equilibrium with Henry’s Law.399

We to test the applicability of a reacto-diffusive framework described in Steimer et al. 36 to predict400

ozone diffusion and reaction into our particles. This is an analytical solution to the chemical loss as401

a function of t, in contrast to the application of KM-SUB to model molecular reaction and diffusion402

with numerous spherical shells, which is quite computationally expensive especially when using global403

optimization methods. In order to derive α for comparison with observations, we first define the net404

flux of O3 in the gas phase into the condensed phase as405

Jnet =
γω

4
[O3]g, (10)

where γ is the reactive uptake coefficient and ω is the mean thermal velocity of O3. It is important406

to note that eqn (10) is the net flux that results in a loss of gas phase O3 because γ is defined as the407

probability that a molecular collision on an aerosol particle surface results in an irreversible loss from408

the gas phase. The first order loss rate of O3 from the gas phase is then409

d[O3]g
dt

= −
γω

4
[O3]gNpSp, (11)

where Np is the number of particles per volume of air and Sp is the surface area of a single particle such410

that the product NpSp is the total surface area of aerosol particles per volume of air. Implicit to eqn411
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(10) and (11) is that net O3 loss in the gas phase equals to the Fe2+ loss or412

d[Fe2+]g
dt

=
d[O3]g
dt

, (12)

where [Fe2+]g is exactly the number of Fe2+ atoms in the particle phase per unit volume of air. Typically,413

[Fe2+]g is not considered and so a conversion to the more familiar particle phase concentration is as414

follows,415

[Fe2+]g = [Fe2+]NpVp, (13)

where [Fe2+] is previously defined as the number of Fe2+ atoms in the particle phase per unit volume of416

particle phase and Vp is the volume of a single particle such that the product NpVp is the total volume417

of aerosol particles per volume of air. Substituting eqn (12) and (13) into eqn (11) yields418

d[Fe2+]

dt
= −

γω

4
[O3]g

Sp

Vp

. (14)

Notice in Fig. 5 that the reaction of O3 occurs in a thin shell below the surface. Therefore we follow the419

rate limiting case described in Worsnop et al.
95 that the uptake of O3 is controlled by a fast reaction420

within the reacto-diffusive length much smaller than the particle radius. Following Worsnop et al.
95

421

and Hanson and Lovejoy 96
422

γ =
4HO3

RTp

ω

√

DO3
kR3[Fe2+], (15)

where R is the universal gas constant. When substituting in eqn (15) into (14), the square-root depen-423

dence on the depletion of Fe2+ in a particle can be written as424

d[Fe2+]

dt
= −kD

√

[Fe2+], (16)

where425

kD = −HO3
[O3]gRTp

√

DO3
kR3

6

dp
, (17)

is the equation for the reacto-diffusive rate constant36. We note that Sp/Vp of half spheres on a flat426
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plate is 6/dp. Solving eqn (16) and substituting in eqn (17) and α from eqn (1) yields,427

2
(√

α−
√
α◦

)

= −HO3
RTp

√

DO3
kR3

[Fetot]

6

dp

∫ t

0

[O3]g dt. (18)

Rearranging eqn (18) and again recognizing that χ(t) =
∫ t

0
[O3]g dt results in the following relationship,428

dp
3RTp

[Fetot]
(√

α−√
α◦

)

χ(t)
√
kR3

= HO3

√

DO3
. (19)

The left hand side of eqn (19) is entirely dependent on measurable and available quantities while the429

right hand side is in terms of the fitted parameters used in KM-SUB. Therefore, this provides a point of430

comparison to evaluate the suitability of the reacto-diffusive framework to predict Fe oxidation reaction.431

Equation (19) is applied to each individual particle probed. Figure 6 shows a box plot of experimentally432

derived and fitted HO3

√

DO3
as a function of RH. The 25 and 75 percentiles of HO3

√

DO3
data capture433

well the values of the fitting parameters from KM-SUB (Table 1). Median values are indicated by a434

horizontal solid line within the boxes. It is important to note that for some particles mainly those435

investigated within minutes of the start of reaction, depletion of α is small and scatters around α◦.436

This leads to negative values of
√
α −√

α◦ and thus negative values of HO3

√

DO3
, which is physically437

unrealistic. However, we choose to include these in Fig. S9 as they contribute to the scatter in our data.438

If a data point falls outside of three times the average deviation from the median, it is considered an439

outlier and shown as a symbol with a cross in Fig. S9.440

Direct comparison of data and model (eqn (19)) validate the use of the reacto-diffusive framework.441

An important feature of eqns (16) and (17) is that DFe is not required, which inherently means that the442

reacto-diffusive framework assumes uniform gradients in α. Despite observed reaction gradients (Fig. 3),443

the assumption that Fe2+ was well-mixed is “good enough” due to agreement in Fig. 6. We rearrange444

eqn (19) and use the quartile range of HO3

√

DO3
to calculate α(t) following445

α(t) =

(

√
α◦ −

3
(

HO3

√

DO3

)

RTp

√
kR3χ(t)

√

[Fetot]dp

)2

, (20)

without any input from KM-SUB. Figure 2 shows the result as a shading using the geometric mean of446
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dp respective to each experiment. There is good agreement between data and predictions considering all447

uncertainties. The vast number of particles and the high time resolution used in our observation ensures448

enough data is available to effectively conclude that approximation in the reacto-diffusive framework is449

acceptable to describe O3 oxidation.450

We previously noted that model predicted 3-D profiles in α were much sharper than those in 2-D,451

which calls into question whether our 2-D observations were sensitive enough to quantify gradients at452

all. At RH = 60% for example, α dropped by ∼ 0.5 over a 500 nm particle radius in 3-D after 1 hr453

of reaction. The conversion to 2-D profiles yielded a drop in α by ∼ 0.2 for the same length scale.454

Despite the integration, however, 2-D profiles are highly sensitive to changes in 3-D as described in the455

ESI†, Fig. S10. Hypothetically speaking, depletion over t from α = 0.9 to 0.5 could potentially look456

completely uniform with α = 0.5 throughout the entire volume or completely inhomogeneous with 2457

spherical shell regions having α = 0 in the outer shell and 0.9 in the inner shell as seen in Fig. S10. If458

this occurred, we would have observed α = 0 at the perimeter of particles and 5 pixels into the interior.459

This degree of homo- or inhomogeneity was never observed, and instead was always in between this460

extreme case and uniformity. We note that a spatial inversion of our data was not performed, i.e. from461

observed 2-D column integrated profiles to 3-D radial profiles. This would require data smoothing,462

constrained values or use of assumed functional forms because error and data scatter in inverting 2-D463

to 3-D profiles would propagate cumulatively from the exterior to the interior of particles potentially464

growing to infinity. Typically, a model that predicts observed uptake of gas phase oxidant, i.e. γ,465

and loss of condensed phase reactant or product production also derives aerosol internal composition.466

Unfortunately, gas phase loss of O3 to aerosol surfaces or uptake coefficients could not be measured with467

our current setup and is instead calculated from KM-SUB given in the ESI†, Fig. S11. We suggest that468

measuring changes in internal chemical aerosol and gas phase composition not only in the particle bulk,469

but also with nanometer and sub-nanometer resolution, should be used to verify heterogeneous reaction470

processes which we were not sensitive to in this study such as a surface reaction, surface saturation, a471

second-order loss process on the surface, and surface self-reaction. In any case, we conclude that our472

2-D profiles were an exact constraint on predicted 3-D profiles of where Fe and O3 diffused and reacted473

yielding unique diffusion coefficients and Henry’s Law constants.474

We argue that a reacto-diffusive framework can apply to O2 as it does for O3. We observed no loss475
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of Fe2+ during O2 exposure over hours, but calculated a 15% loss assuming particles were in equilibrium476

with Henry’s law. Our uncertainty is small enough that if a 15% loss did occur, it would have been477

observed. Since it was not, we can claim that a reacto-diffusive framework also applied to O2 and478

Fe2+. This also implied that O2 was limited to a thin surface layer and not found homogeneously in479

the particle bulk. Diffusion of O2 may not be so different compared to O3 following the Stokes-Einstein480

relation where the diffusion coefficient is inversely proportional to molecular radius81,82 or equivalently,481

inversely proportional to the cubed root of molar mass ignoring solvation effects97. However, there482

may be inaccuracies when applying the Stokes-Einstein relation particularly at low RH and for small483

molecules diffusing through concentrated organic solutions with high organic molar mass84. Time scales484

of days would be required to study O2 diffusion and reaction in this system which are impractical for485

STXM/NEXAFS experiments at a synchrotron light source.486

Our findings that O3 reaction follows the reacto-diffusive framework led us to speculate that other487

condensed phase reactions involving organic species can also be slowed due to a low diffusion. There is488

increasing evidence that predicting secondary organic aerosol (SOA) mass must take into account con-489

densed phase chemical reactions that include in part, oligomerization or acid catalyzed and accretion490

reactions that significantly increase molecular weight, reduce re-evaporation of organic compounds to491

the gas phase and thus add to the total mass of SOA20,98–100. Examples of these are glyoxal uptake492

and reaction, oligomerization of volatile condensed phase molecules, aldol condensation and esterifica-493

tion17,101–103. Isoprene epoxydiols (IEPOX) are major gas phase products of isoprene oxidation that494

are highly soluble and reactive in the condensed phase20,100. When depleted in the condensed phase495

due to chemical reaction there, a net reactive uptake of IEPOX has been shown to lead to increasing496

organic and organosulfate formation contributing significantly to aqueous SOA mass in atmospheric en-497

vironments104. However, Zhang et al.
105 showed in a laboratory study that when organic coatings were498

present on acidic aerosol particles, IEPOX reactive uptake decreased as coating thicknesses increased up499

to 32 nm and when RH was lowered from 50 − 15%. We speculate that irreversible uptake of IEPOX500

may also follow a reacto-diffusive framework. In general, diffusion limitations slow reactions compared501

to predictions considering homogeneous mixing and equilibrium with Henry’s Law. For this reason, we502

suggest that aerosol chemical studies should be evaluated with the reacto-diffusive framework described503

here and in previous work36,95,96 to test its predictive capability under a range of atmospheric condi-504
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tions. We call for a database of diffusion coefficients and Henry’s Law constants applicable for oxidants505

in highly concentrated aerosol particles84. This would preferably be for a wide range of temperature506

and humidity and for materials such as secondary organic aerosol and their proxies13. Doing so would507

allow further evaluation of when the reacto-diffusive framework is a valid approximation to describe the508

loss of condensed phase reactants. We suggest that the reacto-diffusive framework may be pervasive509

to gas-to-particle kinetics which would certainly simplify representation of atmospheric heterogeneous510

chemistry.511

4 Conclusions512

We have measured concentration gradients within individual aerosol particles containing xanthan gum513

and FeCl2 due to heterogeneous reaction with O3. Oxidation from Fe2+ to Fe3+ was imaged in 2-D514

using STXM/NEXAFS prior and during in situ O3 exposure for hours. Using a unique 2-D concentric515

perimeter analysis and careful error propagation, we were able to derive 2-D reaction profiles with well-516

defined uncertainties. Thousands of particles were probed, each with hundreds of pixels that provided517

quantitative spatial and chemical information about the reaction with O3. We found that during O3518

exposure, increased oxidation occurred with increasing RH and [O3]g. At all reaction time and at519

particle perimeters, i.e. the outer most pixels of all particles, α was consistently lower than concentric520

pixels toward the particle center. Therefore, we conclude that O3 oxidized particle surfaces more than521

interiors. Observed 2-D gradients in α from perimeter to center were shallow and ranged roughly by522

about 0.2 over the first 200 nm at RH = 0 and 22%. At RH = 43, 60 and 80%, a difference of 0.2 in α523

occurred for ≥ 500 nm. We conclude that changes in diffusion of O3 and Fe must have occurred and were524

driven by the water content in xanthan gum, which is known to increase with increasing RH. To test525

this conclusion, we used the kinetic multi-layer model for aerosol surface and bulk chemistry, KM-SUB.526

Using previous literature values where possible and fitting parameters for diffusion coefficients of O3527

and Fe2+, as well as Henry’s Law constants for O3 as a function of RH, we were able to predict 2-D528

concentration profiles. This is the first time that a direct comparison between observed and predicted529

internal aerosol spatio-chemical changes has been achieved. Resulting diffusion coefficients increased530

exponentially as a function of RH and was parameterized using a Vignes-type equation. HO3
decreased531
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exponentially as a function of RH and could also be described using a Vignes-type equation. A volume532

mixing rule over-predicted HO3
and is advised not to be used for this system. Our findings may apply533

for ozone in marine derived organic aerosol due to XG being a proxy of polysaccharide and exopolymer534

particles found to be aerosolized from oceans.535

We have used a limiting case in heterogeneous aerosol chemistry referred to as a reacto-diffusive536

limitation to describe our results following a square root dependent loss rate of α. This corresponding537

framework assumes that a reactant is uniformly distributed (or well-mixed) and oxidation takes place in538

a thin layer at the aerosol surface. However, this is an approximation by definition and shallow gradients539

in Fe2+ were in fact, observed. To test appropriateness of this approximation, we used observed values540

only to derive the product of the Henry’s Law constant and the square root of the diffusion coefficient541

for O3, or HO3

√

DO3
, at all experimental conditions. This product could be directly compared with542

those derived from KM-SUB. It was found that within experimental uncertainties, total depletion of543

Fe2+ could be reproduced for all experiments, and we conclude that for gradients observed here, the544

reacto-diffusive framework is applicable. This approximation makes predicting the loss rate of aerosol545

components significantly easier with no computational expense compared to the KM-SUB or any other546

multilayer reaction and diffusion models. Furthermore, important chemical and physical parameters in547

the reacto-diffusive framework such as diffusion coefficients, Henry’s Law constants, and second order548

bulk reaction rates are currently capable of being derived in a laboratory setting or a controlled setting549

in the ambient atmosphere. We have derived these parameters for O3 in xanthan gum as a proxy for a550

natural biogenic source of organic matter emitted directly into the marine atmosphere. Their use should551

give better representation of condensed phase loss and production rates of reactants and products in552

marine aerosol with O3. Furthermore, we also suggest that the reacto-diffusive framework should be553

evaluated for various oxidants and reactants under a wide range of temperature and humidity to further554

validate its use in atmospheric heterogeneous chemical reactions.555

5 Methods556

Mixed XG and FeCl2 particles were nebulized from dilute aqueous solution, dried and impacted onto557

silicon nitride membranes. The carbon to iron atomic ratio was 3.5 to 1 assuming a XG monomer558
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of C35H49O29 at 933.76 g mol−1. Prior to impaction, silicon nitride substrates were pre-glued into559

removable sample exchange clips fitted to either of two microreactors named, the PolLux environmental560

microreactor106 and the MPI-C aerosol micro-reactor107. Both allowed particles to be exposed to He, O2,561

H2O and O3 at a desired partial pressure and Tp = 20◦ C, and thus RH and reactive gas exposure could562

be well-controlled36,106. Both microreactors are described in detail elsewhere106,107, and only specific563

operating conditions pertaining to our experiments are given here and in the ESI†. Helium was used564

as a carrier gas with a flow of 20 cm3 min−1 at standard temperature and pressure (STP). A flow of565

O2 at 5 cm3 min−1 STP first passed through a custom built UV lamp O3 generator then mixed with566

the humidified He flow. The concentration of O3 over t is given in Fig. S5 of the ESI†. The calculated567

water partial pressure and Tp was used to determine the RH the particles were exposed to using the568

saturation vapor pressure parameterizations following Murphy and Koop 108 . A total cell pressure of569

150 mbar and flow rate of 25 cm3 min−1 was maintained. The operating principle of the MPI-C aerosol570

micro-reactor is similar to the PolLux microreactor. The MPI environmental cell was coupled to the571

same gas flow system as the PolLux microreactor with equal gas flow rates. However, the cell pressure572

was maintained at ∼ 450 mbar. This allowed for a greater concentration of O2 in the O3 generator, and573

thus a greater [O3]g for experiment with higher exposure. Detailed experimental methods are further574

outlined in the ESI†.575

The Fe oxidation state and carbon functionality was probed using STXM/NEXAFS at the PolLux576

endstation located at the Swiss Light Source (SLS)109. The transmission of X-ray photons through577

the particle was measured and converted to optical density, OD = − ln (I/I0), where I0 and I are the578

incident and transmitted photon count, respectively, and their uncertainty is σI0 =
√
I0 and σI =

√
I.579

X-ray light was focused to a 35 by 35 nm spot size while scanning a field of view (FOV) on the order580

of micrometers to generate an OD image at a single X-ray energy. An image was made of hundreds to581

thousands of individually measured pixels, where each is the OD over an area of 10−3 µm2. Multiple582

OD images over the same FOV taken over a range of X-ray energies were aligned and processed using583

publicly available software110. We primarily investigated the X-ray energy range 700-735 eV, which is584

the Fe L-edge absorption. When present in particles, peak absorption due to Fe2+ and Fe3+ occur at585

slightly different X-ray energies, allowing to differentiate between the two111,112. The X-ray energy at586

Fe2+ peak absorption for FeCl2 measured here was compared with previous literature57 and an energy587
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offset was obtained as a calibration. Peak absorptions for ferrous and ferric chloride are at 707.8 and588

709.5 eV, respectively57 as seen in Fig. 1.589

The KM-SUB model was used to simulate chemical reaction and molecular diffusion inside of our590

XG/FeCl2 particles and infer diffusion and solubility parameters43,47. A detailed description of KM-591

SUB can be found in Shiraiwa et al.
43 and Berkemeier et al.

47 . Briefly, this model solves the system592

of non-linear differential equations for the time rate of change of O3 and Fe2+ in prescribed layers with593

defined thickness. It accounts for O3 accommodation and absorption, the O3 and Fe2+ transfer from594

the surface and within bulk layers and finally, the chemical loss of O3 and Fe2+. A single spherical595

aerosol particle geometry with dp = 0.5 µm was applied for all simulations. The model had 2 spatial596

regions where the first extended from the surface to a short distance into the bulk and hosted 100 to597

500 finely spaced layers to resolve the O3 concentration there. The remaining particle bulk had evenly598

spaced layers with 0.5 to 2 nm thickness, which was sufficient to resolve observed Fe2+ gradients. The599

total number of layers in a simulation varied between 500-1500 depending on O3 and Fe2+ gradients.600

Initial α was approximated to be uniform through the particle. γ was calculated using the O3 surface601

coverage, the net flux from the gas phase and the collision flux43,47. The model was modified to include602

changing [O3]g concentration over t. The Knudsen number for our flow conditions was on the order603

of 100 and γ was on the order of 10−4 − 10−6 during reaction. These were used to determine the gas604

diffusion correction factor40 close to unity and thus could be ignored.605
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7 Tables608

Table 1: Parameters and their units used in the KM-SUB model.

RH = 0% RH = 22% RH = 43% RH = 60% RH = 80%
kR3 cm3 s−1 6.20× 10−16

kslr1 cm2 s−1 6.27× 10−14

kslr2 cm2 s−1 4.31× 10−17

kbs,O3
cm s−1 0.69 0.69 0.69 0.69 1.60

ksb,Fe s−1 9.22× 10−5 3.34× 10−4 6.95× 10−4 8.83× 10−4 4.20× 10−4

DO3
cm2 s−1 2.48× 10−16 1.48× 10−15 1.66× 10−10 3.50× 10−10 4.17× 10−8

DFe cm2 s−1 5.52× 10−18 2.84× 10−15 3.94× 10−14 1.46× 10−13 2.24× 10−13

HO3
mol cm−3 atm−1 2.21× 10−2 4.80× 10−3 1.49× 10−3 5.87× 10−4 3.60× 10−4

α0 0.90 0.86 0.83 0.70 0.90
Kbs cm 2.41× 10−9 1.99× 10−9 2.21× 10−9 2.95× 10−9 5.82× 10−9

τd,O3
s 5.32× 10−4

αs,0 0.50
σFe cm2 2.19× 10−16

[Fetot] cm−3 6.15× 1021 6.06× 1021 5.93× 1021 5.74× 1021 4.99× 1021

[O3]max cm−3 1.91× 1016 5.71× 1015 9.08× 1013 7.72× 1014 1.58× 1013

σO3
cm2 2.42× 10−14

Dg,O3 cm2 s−1 0.91

Table 2: Fitting parameters for the Vignes-type equation (eqns (5)-(8)). The subscript “X” represents either
O3 or Fe.

D◦
X DX(RH = 0%) H◦

X HX(RH = 0%) C D
DO3

1.90× 10−5a 7.45× 10−18 1.73 -0.17
HO3

1.20× 10−5b 3.93×10−2 1.21 -0.50
DFe 7.19× 10−6c 4.53× 10−18 0.67 -1.15

aBerkemeier et al. 47 , Smith and Kay 79

bSander 93
cVanýsek 113
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8 Figures609

57

57

Figure 1: Near edge X-ray absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) spectra of oxidized XG/FeCl2 particles at
RH = 0 and 60% shown as the red and orange lines, respectively, along with measured FeCl2 spectra as
the blue line. Chemical standards for ferrous and ferric chloride are shown as the blue and green shading,
respectively57. Spectra have been scaled and shifted vertically for clarity. Dashed lines indicate typical peak
absorption for Fe2+ and Fe3+ at X-ray energies of 707.9 and 709.6 eV.
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Figure 2: Measured and modeled depletion of the Fe2+ fraction, α, as a function of a) time, t, and b) ozone
exposure, χ, for RH = 0, 22, 43, 60 and 80% as red, pink, black, green and blue circles, respectively. Each
data point was determined from approximately 5-25 particles each within a field of view imaged with STXM.
The error bars are either ±0.07 or the propagated error from photon counting statistics, whichever is greater.
Solid lines are calculations from the KM-SUB model using parameters given in Table 1. Shadings in panel a)
are predictions applying the reacto-diffusive framework described in more detail in the text.
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Figure 3: Observed and modeled 2-D profiles of the Fe2+ fraction, α, as a function of O3 exposure time as
the color scale at a RH of a) 0%, b) 22%, c) 43%, d) 60% and e) 80%. Grey symbols are initial conditions
prior to O3 exposure. Example error bars are included only on some data points for clarity. The bottom and
top abscissa are the pixels and distance from the particle perimeter, respectively, where each pixel has a spatial
dimension of 35 by 35 nm. Solid lines are fit to this data with parameters given in Table 1.
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Figure 4: Fitted parameters from the KM-SUB model. a) The diffusion coefficient for O3 (white circles), DO3
,

and the diffusion coefficient for Fe (solid symbols), DFe, are shown as a function of RH for mixed xanthan
gum and FeCl2 particles. A Vignes type parameterization for DO3

and DFe are the dotted and solid lines,
respectively. b) Henry’s Law constant for O3, HO3

, as a function of RH is shown as white circles. Error bars
indicate the fit sensitivity described in the text and the ESI†. The dotted and solid line is determined from a
volume mixing rule and a Vignes type parameterization, respectively.
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Figure 5: Model derived 3-D radial profiles of the Fe2+ fraction, α and normalized O3 concentration, [O3]norm =
[O3]/[O3]max, where [O3]max is the maximum O3 concentration for RH = 0% (a-b), 22% (c-d), 43% (e-f), 60%
(g-h) and 80% (i-j). The color scale from 0− 1 is the same for both α shown in the left panels (a, c, e, g and i)
and [O3]norm shown in the right panels (b, d, f, h and j). The distance from the particle surface is the ordinate.
Note that the scales for all panels can be different.
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Figure 6: A box plot of the product of Henry’s Law constant for ozone, HO3

, and the square root of the diffusion
coefficient of ozone, DO3

, or HO3

√

DO3
as a function of RH. The bottom and top of the boxes represent 25

and 75 percentiles of about 1550 particles. Horizontal lines within boxes are median values. Upper error bars
indicate 3x the average deviation of the median, however this extends to negative values thus lower error bars
are not depicted. All data for individual particles is shown in Fig. S9. Solid diamonds are derived from fitted
parameters in Table 1.
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Figure S1: Damage assessment of X-ray exposed particles of xanthan gum (XG) mixed with FeCl2. Blue,
green, orange and red colors were acquired one after another and indicate increasing damage. a) A full near
edge X-ray absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) spectra over the same particle is shown where each pixel was
irradiated with approximately 1700 photons at 50 energy points. b) A map (4 energy points) of particles where
each pixel was irradiated with approximately 250 photons. c) A map of particles where each pixel was irradiated
with approximately 800 photons.
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Figure S2: Average optical density derived at the Fe pre-edge, ODpre, as a function of the sum of optical
density at the Fe2+ and Fe3+ peak at 707.8 and 709.5 eV, respectively, or ODFe2+ + ODFe3+ . Each symbol is
the average over an individual particle. The dashed line is a fit to the linear equation indicated in the figure.
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Figure S3: Measured Fe2+ fraction, α, as a function of time, t, during oxygen exposure for a) RH = 0, b)
22, c) 43, d) 60 and e) 80%. Each data point is determined from approximately 5-25 particles. The error bar
indicates the error on the average value propagated from X-ray photon counting statistics. The solid line is
the average value of individual particles from Fig. S4. The dotted lines are the standard deviation of α for
individual particles shown in Fig. S4.
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Figure S4: Measured Fe2+ fraction, α, as a function of particle diameter, dp, during O2 exposure for a) RH = 0,
b) 22, c) 43, d) 60 and e) 80%. Each data point is an average over a single particle where the number of pixels
per particle is given in the top abscissa. The data here was also used to determine averages in Fig. S3. Error
bars indicate the error on the average value propagated from X-ray photon counting statistics. The standard
deviation of α for individual particles is not shown here, but included in Fig. S3.
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continuous functions in time, t, for all experiments used the KM-SUB model. Relative humidity, RH, for each
experiment is indicated.
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outlined in green inside of an spherical aerosol particle. The particle radius is r and outlined in blue. The shell
outside and inside diameter is ri and ri−1, respectively, and outlined in red. Black solid lines are the axis and
black dashed lines indicate the grid box.
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Figure S7: Relative humidity, RH, dependent parameters used in the KM-SUB model. These parameters
are the bulk to surface transfer rate coefficient for O3, kbs,O3

, the surface to bulk transfer rate coefficient, ksb,
and the surface equilibrium constant, Kbs. Symbols are taken from Berkemeier et al. 47 and solid lines are
parameterizations as a function of RH.
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Figure S8: Model sensitivity on the fitted ozone diffusion coefficient, DO3
, iron diffusion coefficient, DFe, and

ozone Henry’s Law constant, HO3
, at (a-c) 0%, (d-f) 22%, (g-i) 43%, (j-l) 60% and (m-o) 80%. The percent

change in the sum of the squared residual values (RSS) was determined as ∆RSS/RSSfit, where RSSfit is the
minimized value and ∆RSS is the deviation from RSSfit when a parameter is raised or lowered from its optimal
value indicated by the vertical dotted line. Symbols are individually calculated points spanning 4 orders of
magnitude and solid lines are a third order spline interpolation.
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Figure S9: The product of Henry’s Law coefficient for ozone, HO3
, and the square root of the diffusion coefficient

of ozone, DO3
, or HO3

√

DO3
, as a function of particle surface to volume ratio, Sp/Vp, at a relative humidity

RH of a) 0%, b) 22%, c) 43%, d) 60% and e) 80%. Each data point is an individual particle. Values which
deviate more than 3x the average deviation of the median are indicated with an “x”. The dotted line is derived
from fitted parameters and its value indicated in each panel.
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Figure S10: Examples of uniform and inhomogeneous 3-D radial and 2-D column integrated profiles of Fe2+

fraction, α. A hypothetical decay of α over time is shown in a) where t0 is the initial value and t1 and t2 are
at later arbitrary times. The symbols and line represent possible measurements and model predictions of α
averaged over all particles. Radial particle profiles of α in 3-D are shown which are b) completely inhomogeneous
and c) uniform, where black, blue and red color correspond to t0, t1 and t2. When averaged over the entire
particle, α in both b) and c) are equivalent and shown in a). Column integrated profiles are shown in d) where
solid and dotted lines are from calculated from b) and c) respectively.
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Figure S11: Calculated reactive uptake coefficients, γ, from the KM-SUB model as a function of time, t, for
all experiments. Relative humidity, RH, is indicated.
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